The centroidal Voronoi tessellation (CVT) is a special Voronoi tessellation whose generators are also the centers of mass of the corresponding Voronoi regions. The edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellation (EWCVT) greatly improves the classic CVT model by adding an edge energy term in the energy functional, and has been proven to be very effective and efficient for image segmentation. In this paper, we propose a fuzzy edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellation (FEWCVT) model which generalizes the EWCVT clustering with fuzzy membership information. The FEWCVT model novelly introduces an edge energy based on fuzzy clustering and naturally combines it into the EWCVT model, and thus appropriately combines the image intensity information with the length of cluster boundaries in a fuzzy form. In its simplest form, FEWCVT model reduces to the classic EWCVT model. An iterative algorithm is proposed for the FEWCVT model based on energy minimization. In the experiments, we apply the FEWCVT method to segment various types of images and also compare it with several existing fuzzy clustering methods to demonstrate its performance.
Introduction
Image segmentation is one of the oldest and most widely studied problems in computer vision and image processing. Its goal is to change the representation of an image to something that is more meaningful and more convenient to analyze [1] , although it is quite difficult to define ''meaningful'' precisely and quantitatively. Specifically, image segmentation is used to divide an image into a number of non-overlapping regions, which share some characteristics, e.g. color, brightness, texture, boundary continuity, etc. Many algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem, however, image segmentation is still a very challenging research topic, due to the huge varieties of images in the real world.
Clustering, as a powerful tool for retrieving generic structural information from a large set of data, has been proved very effective for image segmentation. Generally clustering is a process of classifying a large number of data samples into smaller data groups with maximum homogeneity [2] . By taking each pixel as a data point, a clustering algorithm can group all the pixels in an image into a small number of clusters and generates an image segmentation. There are two categories of clustering methods: hard clustering and fuzzy clustering. The main difference between them is that while in hard clustering a single data sample can only belong to one cluster, in fuzzy clustering a data sample is allowed to belong to multiple clusters with different degrees of membership [3] . Because fuzzy clustering can retain more image information than hard clustering in some situations, it has been extensively researched and applied in image segmentation.
Among existing fuzzy clustering algorithms, the most well-known method is the fuzzy c-means (FCM) [4] . When using FCM for image segmentation, it works well on images with homogeneous regions. However, because it only considers the pixel intensity information, but not the pixel spatial contextual information, FCM-based image segmentation is usually sensitive to image noises. To solve the limitations of the conventional FCM algorithm, many modified FCM algorithms have been proposed by exploiting local spatial information from the original image. Two strategies are usually used to incorporate such local spatial information-image smoothing and regularization.
For the image-smoothing strategy, a new image is constructed by applying smoothing filters to the original image and then FCM clustering is performed on this filtered image [5, 6] . Szilagyi et al. [5] proposed an enhanced FCM (EnFCM) algorithm, where a linearly weighted sum image is formed from both the original image and the smoothly filtered image. Cai et al. [6] proposed a fast generalized FCM (FGFCM) algorithm, based on a new local similarity measure that incorporates both the local spatial and intensity information to form a non-linearly weighted sum image. Two variants of the FGFCM, the FGFCM_S1 and the FGFCM_S2, are further presented in [6] by modifying the similarity measure. Using the image-smoothing strategy, the filtered image naturally incorporates the local spatial information and the image noise can be removed to some extent before image segmentation. However, important structural boundaries may get blurred, resulting in inaccurate or even incorrect image segmentations. Besides, in order to reduce the computation burden, EnFCM and FGFCM perform the clustering on the image histogram instead of image pixels. This makes it impossible to further utilize local spatial information in image segmentation.
For the regularization strategy, the FCM objective function is modified [7] [8] [9] by introducing a regularization term which allows the clustering of a pixel to be influenced by the pixels in its local neighborhood. Ahmed et al. [7] added a spatialneighbors term to the objective function of FCM as a regularizer, which leads to an FCM_S algorithm. The computational cost of FCM_S is high since the spatial-neighbors term has to be recalculated in every clustering iteration. To address this issue, Chen and Zhang [8] proposed FCM_S1 and FCM_S2, two variants of the FCM_S algorithm, by combining both the image-smoothing strategy and the regularization strategy. In FCM_S1 and FCM_S2, mean or median filters are applied to the original image to form a filtered image in advance and the pixel intensity at the filtered image is then taken to define the regularization term. More recently, Stelios et al. [9] proposed a fuzzy local information c-means clustering algorithm (FLICM), in which the membership values of the pixels in the neighborhood are also incorporated in the regularization term. Different from the previous fuzzy c-means algorithms, FLICM is completely free of any parameter determination. While the regularization strategy can deal with image noises effectively, these above-mentioned algorithms either only put their focus on the local spatial clustering coherence or are designed empirically, lacking exact meaning of the regularization terms.
Boundary length (or area in 3D space) has been widely used as a regularity term for image segmentation. In the classic Chan-Vese model [10] [11] [12] , an evolving curve (cluster boundary) length penalty term is used to control the smoothness of the zero level set and improve the robustness against image noise. More recently, an edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellation (EWCVT) model was proposed by Wang et al. [13] , which works well on sophisticated image segmentation and is very flexible to handle any number of clusters [14] [15] [16] [17] . In EWCVT, a new edge-related energy term, which is proven to be proportional to the length of the cluster boundary, is added to the classic centroidal Voronoi tessellations (CVT) model [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , which is a special type of Voronoi tessellation whose generators are also the centers of mass (centroids) of the Voronoi regions. With the new edge energy term, EWCVT can effectively control the smoothness of the resulting segmentation boundaries and achieve good robustness to image noises with high computational efficiency.
In this paper, we first propose a novel fuzzy edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellations (FEWCVT) model, and then develop and analyze corresponding algorithms for image segmentation based on energy minimization. The energy functional in the new model consists of two parts, one is the fuzzy clustering energy which is almost equivalent to the objective function of the standard FCM algorithm, and the other is the fuzzy edge energy. FEWCVT inherits the desirable advantages of EWCVT such as the robustness to the image noises and the ability to handle any number of clusters. Furthermore, FEWCVT has the merits of fuzzy clustering algorithms by generating essentially a soft clustering and segmentation result.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will first review the classic CVT and EWCVT models for image segmentation. The new fuzzy edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellation model is proposed in Section 3 and a computing algorithm is then developed and analyzed in detail in Section 4. The experimental results, together with qualitative and quantitative comparisons against several existing popular fuzzy clustering algorithms are reported in Section 5, followed by concluding remarks in Section 6.
CVT and EWCVT for image segmentation
A digital image can be regarded as a function f defined on a domain Ω ⊆ R N in the Euclidean space where the values of f represent the color or intensity values of a set of pixels D. In this paper, the 2D rectangular image will be considered, i.e., Ω ⊆ R
CVT and clustering energy
Let U = {f (p)} p∈D denote the set of intensity/color values of the image over D and W = {w l } L l=1 a set of typical colors (or intensity values). The Voronoi region V k in U corresponding to the color w k is defined by Since we haveV i ∩V j = ∅ if i ̸ = j and U = ∪ L l=1 V l , the Voronoi tessellation V can be viewed as a special partition of U.
Given a partition of U, denoted by {U l } L l=1 , the centroid (i.e. center of mass or cluster mean) of each cell U l is defined to be the intensityw l ∈ U l such that
For an arbitrary Voronoi tessellation ( The construction of CVTs often can be achieved by an ''energy'' minimization process. Generally, for any set of points
of U, let us define the classic clustering energy of (W; U) as follows:
Suppose that we have determined the clusters {U l } L l=1 for a given 2D digital image represented in color space by f (p) for p ∈ D. Then a segmentation in the physical space of the image can be naturally produced as
where
Consequently, the classic clustering energy (3) can be rewritten in physical segmentation terminology as
Obviously, D l can be also written in another form as 
Edge energy and EWCVT
Wang et al. [13] proposed a generalization of the classic CVT model, the EWCVT model, which adds an edge related energy term E L to the CVT energy function to enforce the spatial continuity and smoothness on the cluster boundary. The energy function of EWCVT can be written as (6) where, λ is the weighting parameter to balance these two energy terms.
For each pixel p ∈ D, denote N ω (p) a local neighborhood of p, which can be a ω × ω square centered at p or a disk centered at p with radius ω. Any pixel q ∈ N ω (p) is called a neighbor pixel of p. We then define a local characteristic function χ p :
where π U (p) : D → {1, . . . , L} indicates the index of the cluster that p belongs to. Then, the edge energy for each p ∈ D can be defined as
Naturally, the total edge energy of an image is the summation of
Note that E L only depends on the segmentation/partition D. The proof of the proportional relation between the edge energy and the boundary length can be found in [13] . More specifically, E L is proportional to ω 3 H in the asymptotic sense where H is the length of boundary. The use of edge energy naturally indicates that the cluster boundary which minimizes the overall energy function should be as short as possible. As a result, the smoothness of the resulting boundaries can be effectively controlled and the robustness to noises is improved significantly.
Fuzzy edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellations
Fuzzy logic is widely used in data clustering. In many situations, fuzzy clustering methods can achieve better segmentation result than hard clustering. In this section we will develop a Fuzzy Edge-Weighted Centroidal Voronoi Tessellation model for image segmentation, in which both the classic clustering energy and the edge energy based on the boundary length are generalized to a fuzzy form. In addition, the clustering algorithm for the FEWCVT model based on the Newton-Raphson optimization method will also be discussed and analyzed.
Fuzzy clustering energy and fuzzy edge energy
Let µ l (p) be a membership function which represents the degree of membership of the pixel p in the lth cluster satisfying
which denotes a fuzzy segmentation in the physical space of the image where
Note that (10) can reduce to (5) when µ l (p) ∈ {0, 1}, i.e., µ l (p) only takes value 0 or 1.
Then we can naturally define the fuzzy clustering energy as
where m > 1 is a weighting exponent on each fuzzy membership and determines the amount of fuzziness of the resulting classification. Next we need define the fuzzy edge energy for a given cluster. Let us revisit the definition of edges in the context of fuzzy clustering. For the fuzzy clustering, crisp boundary no longer exists, since each pixel p ∈ D belongs to all segments to some degree. In other words, every p is the boundary point to some degree. Thus, different from [13] in which the edge energy is defined as the sum of the number of edge points within a neighborhood, we generally define the fuzzy edge energy as the sum of the membership of each pixel within a neighborhood.
For each p ∈ D, we first define the fuzzy local characteristic function χ
According to the definition of the membership function, (1 − µ l (q)) can be regarded as the degree of membership that q does not belong to the l th cluster. Thus χ p (q) actually represents the degree that p and its neighbor q belong to different clusters. We name such a degree as a local fuzzy edge with regards to p. It can be easily seen that the local characteristic function defined in (11) can reduce to (7) when µ l (p) ∈ {0, 1}. We then define the local fuzzy edge energy for pixel p to be the average of the membership values of the pixels in N ω (p),
where |N ω | is the cardinality of N ω (p). Naturally, the total fuzzy edge energy is the summation of
Note that the fuzzy edge energy only depends on the segmentation D fuzzy .
Fuzzy edge-weighted clustering energy and FEWCVT
Combining together the fuzzy edge energy E fuzzy L (13) with the classical fuzzy clustering energy E fuzzy C (10), we define the fuzzy edge-weighted clustering energy as follows
where λ is a positive weighting factor to control the balance between the fuzzy clustering energy and the fuzzy edge energy.
The second term in (14) , the fuzzy edge energy, is to act as a regularizer of the segmentation. 
subject to
for all p ∈ D,
We note here that ''arg min'' refers to both global and local minimizers which may not be unique for the problem. Our segmentation goal is to find such clustering (Ŵ;D fuzzy ) for a given image U = {f (p)} p∈D .
Algorithm for computing FEWCVTs
The above constrained optimization problem for the FEWCVT model can be solved using the Lagrange multiplier method with a Lloyd-type iteratively updating process between W and D fuzzy based on the CVT-methodology [18, 13] .
Assume that W is fixed, we will solve forD fuzzy such that
In some sense, the minimizerD fuzzy can be regarded as the corresponding fuzzy edge-weighted Voronoi regions associated with W .
Let p be an arbitrary point in D. Define
where d l (p) = |f (p) − w l | 2 and ρ is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the first constraint
In order to obtain the derivative of Λ with respect to µ l (p), let us rewrite (18) as
The partial derivative of the first term on the right side of (19) with respect to µ l (p) is given by
The second term can be rewritten as
Now let us consider the third term. Let us change the value of µ l (q) to µ l (q) + δµ l (q). For each p ′ which is outside of
. On the other hand, for each p
Thus, the total change of the third term is
We then obtain the partial derivative of the third term with respect to µ l (p) as
Combining (20), (21), and (22), we easily obtain the partial derivative of Λ with respect to µ l (p) as
Thus, we obtain a system of L + 1 equations for minimizing Λ (
with an additional requirement
The above system is obviously nonlinear when m > 1 and m ̸ = 2. In such case the Newton-Raphson method is adopted to solve the system to find its root {μ l (p)} L l=1 (the membership values) and ρ. The Jacobian Matrix of this system (24), a matrix of dimension (L + 1) × (L + 1), is as follows
The starting value for the (L + 1) unknowns are specified according to the initial clustering configuration or the result of the last Newton-Raphson iteration. The Newton-Raphson iterations proceed until the values of the unknowns in successive iterations converge to a pre-set level of tolerance or the number of iterations exceeds a maximum.
Remark 1.
When m = 2, the system (24) is linear, then the Newton-Raphson method converges in one step and the solution has a closed form as shown below. Solving (24) with m = 2 forμ l (p), we get
which deduces
Substituting it into (26), the zero-gradient condition for the membership estimator indicates
Remark 2. We also specially note that the memberships {μ l (p)} L l=1 obtained during each iteration may not lie exactly in [0, 1], i.e., violate the constraint 0 ≤ µ l (p) ≤ 1. If this occurs, in the current implementation we simply set the violated memberships to either 0 and 1 (depending on which one is closer), and then normalize the whole memberships to make the sum equal to 1. This approach has worked fine for all tested examples in numerical experiments although the energy decreasing property could be violated during the optimization iterations. For future investigation, it would be particularly interesting to incorporate the projected gradient descent method [27] into the proposed FEWCVT model, that can derive the projection of the memberships {μ l (p)} L l=1 onto the probability simplex [28] . By using this projection technique, one could guarantee the energy decreasing property and further improve the performance of the model.
Next assume that D
fuzzy is fixed, we need solveW such that
In some sense, such minimizerW can be regarded as the corresponding centroids associated with D 
Now we propose a FEWCVT Algorithm for image segmentation as follows: Note that in the above FEWCVT algorithm the de-fuzzification is the process of interpreting the membership degrees into crisp partition. Here, we use a simple method which assigns the point p to the cluster with the largest membership value.
When m = 2, it is easy to show that the overall complexity of FEWCVT algorithm is O(ω
Convergence of this FEWCVT algorithm can be obtained straightly from the following energy decreasing property. 
(n−1) ).
Experimental results
In this section, we will apply the FEWCVT segmentation on various synthetic and real images that are either clear of noise or corrupted by different types of noises and distortions. Furthermore, we will show the performance of the proposed FEWCVT algorithm by presenting visual and quantitative results and comparisons with eight well-known fuzzy clustering algorithms FCM_S, FCM_S1, FCM_S2, EnFCM, FGFCM, FGFCM_S1, FGFCM_S2, and FLICM. As mentioned in Section 1, some of these comparison fuzzy clustering algorithms, such as FCM_S, FCM_S1, FCM_S2, and FLICM, incorporate local spatial information using the regularization strategy, while others, such as FCM_S1, FCM_S2, EnFCM, and FGFCM, incorporate local spatial information using the image smoothing strategy.
We quantitatively evaluate the clustering results in terms of the segmentation accuracy (SA) and the F -measure, where SA is defined as follows [7] :
Number of correctly classified pixels
Total number of pixels ,
and F -measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, i.e.,
There are totally four parameters that can be tuned in the FEWCVT algorithm:
• L, the number of clusters;
• λ, the weighting parameter that balances the clustering energy and the edge energy;
• ω, which defines the size of the local neighborhood N ω (p) (we take N ω (p) to be a square centered at p);
• m, the weighting exponent on each fuzzy membership. The settings of parameters L, λ, and ω are often depending on the content of the test image. We refer to [13, 29, 16] for detailed discussions on effect and determination of these parameters. Especially, without extra specification the weighting parameter λ in FEWCVT will be obtained by a searching for optimal value with respect to the F -measure for each image. As for the fuzziness parameter m, we will investigate its effect in this paper. It is worthy noting that m = 2 is a very common choice in most of the existing comparison algorithms. Theoretically, the iterations of the FEWCVT algorithm proceed until the energy function stops changing, but in practical situation, this termination criterion does not need to be strictly satisfied, instead a termination criterion such as
could be used. This way can effectively reduce the running time. Furthermore, a maximum allowed iterations maxIter can also be set to stop the algorithm. In all the experiments, we set ε = 10 −3 , maxIter = 100 in the termination criterion. We also would take the CVT clustering result as the initial configuration of the FEWCVT clustering, which substantially reduces the required iterations for FEWCVT convergence and leads to more stable results as shown for the EWCVT model in [13] . Fig. 1 -left shows a simple clear synthetic image (with 3 different intensity clusters taken as 20, 120 and 220). Highly sharp and clean edges are rare in real images, there are often noises and intensity transition regions. In order to simulate these situations, we also modify the clear image by a Gaussian noise with σ = 0.15 and a Gaussian blurring (size = 8, σ = 10) respectively to get the corrupted ones that are given in Fig. 1-middle and Fig. 1-right . We specially note that L = 2 will not be able to handle this example no matter which clustering algorithm is used due to the intersection of three clusters in the images. We first investigate the effect of the fuzziness parameter m in the FEWCVT model by applying the FEWCVT algorithm with different fuzziness parameter m to the noisy image ( Fig. 1-middle) . We set L = 3 and ω = 6 in the experiment. We tested the cases of m = 1.1, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1, 2.2 and the segmentation results are visually illustrated in Fig. 2 . From the experiments, we can see that smaller m leads to more information loss while larger m causes less effectiveness to noise removal. More specifically, the results with m = 1.8, 1.9 still look fine but that with m = 2.1, 2.2 are very poor and unacceptable, and overall m = 2 is the best choice that coincides with the existing fuzzy clustering algorithms. Therefore we set m = 2 in all the following experiments for all fuzzy clustering algorithms.
Next we compare the performance of FEWCVT with the eight popular fuzzy clustering algorithms by applying all of them to the three images in Fig. 1 . We set the cluster number L = 3 and the neighborhood size ω = 6 in all algorithms. In addition, the parameters that control the effect of local spatial information for the eight existing algorithms are also obtained by searching with respect to the optimal F -measure. Fig. 3 presents the visual segmentation results of the clear image ( Fig. 1-left) together with their SA and F -measure scores, in which the white lines represent the clustering boundaries. Because there is no noise at all in this image, the classic FCM can do perfect segmentation. It is easy to see from the figure that while FEWCVT, FCM_S2 and FGFCM_S2 perform almost perfectly, FCM_S, FCM_S1, EnFCM, FGFCM, FGFCM_S1 and FLICM all introduce a narrow segmentation gap in the segmentation results along the high-contrast image boundary between intensity values 20 and 220. We find that the segmentation gap is caused by the existence of another intermediate level cluster with a value of 120. Such cluster associated with the intermediate level centroid tends to be the best choice for the pixels along the high-contrast edges when applying the local spatial constraint based on the image intensity. We remark that this situation will not happen in two-cluster cases. FEWCVT can naturally avoid this clustering error because FEWCVT imposes a penalty on the length of cluster boundaries which is unrelated to image intensity. FCM S2 and FGFCM S2 also work well in this experiment, indicating that the use of median filtering could avoid the segmentation gap along the sharp edges. Fig. 4 presents the segmentation results of the noisy image ( Fig. 1-middle) together with their SA and F -measure scores. It can be seen that FEWCVT obviously outperforms its competitors. Besides the segmentation error due to noises, all comparison fuzzy algorithms introduce a narrow segmentation gap in the segmentation results along the high-contrast image boundary. In particular, FCM_S2 and FGFCM_S2 fail in this case, implying that the median filtering may not help (Fig. 1-middle) by different fuzzy clustering algorithms. much on segmenting high-contrast but noisy boundaries when there are more than 2 clusters. Fig. 5 presents segmentation results of the blurred image ( Fig. 1-right) using FEWCVT and the comparison fuzzy clustering algorithms. Again FEWCVT performs the best, and the segmentation gaps appear in all the comparison algorithms including FCM_S2 and FGFCM_S2. Fig. 6 shows the segmentation results on more complicated synthetic images with more complex-shaped segments. Column 1 presents the original clear images and these images are then corrupted by Gaussian or Salt & Pepper noises with different levels (the noise levels are 5%, 15%, and 25%) to get noisy images in other columns. This experiment is a typical test used for evaluating previous fuzzy-clustering based segmentation methods in prior literature. In this experiment, ω is set to 3 and L is set from 2 to 7 respectively depending on each specific image. Table 1 lists the average F -measures (over all the cases of different cluster numbers) of the segmentation results for FEWCVT and the comparison algorithms. Fig. 7 shows the visual illustration of the results by FEWCVT. From these results, we can see that, FEWCVT overall works the best among all the tested algorithms. The proposed FEWCVT method shows excellent robustness to noises, and such robustness is relatively independent of the types of noises. Furthermore, FEWCVT works very well when using different cluster numbers.
Finally, Fig. 8 presents the FEWCVT segmentation results of several real images with two and three clusters, respectively. Although all five images in this experiment have serious inhomogeneous regions, the FEWCVT method can segment them very accurately. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a fuzzy edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellation (FEWCVT) model for image segmentation and an iterative algorithm that minimizes the FEWCVT energy. Compared to existing fuzzy clustering algorithms that incorporate local spatial information, the proposed model instead introduces the fuzzy edge energy to the objective function, which can be viewed as an extension to the edge energy developed in EWCVT [13] . We also demonstrate the superior performance of FEWCVT through various experiments and comparisons with several popular fuzzy clustering algorithms. 
